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KERNING 

• Watch until 2:00 (minutes), then do exercise assigned 
• Watch the rest of this video to know HOW to kern with the 

tools in Illustrator and InDesign in the future. 
•  http://design.tutsplus.com/tutorials/quick-tip-typography-

skills-basic-kerning--vector-5702 
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1.  Download “Typography_KERN.zip”.   
2.  Move from your Download folder to the desktop. 
3.  Double-click the file “Typography_KERN.ai” will appear 

on your desktop.  Trash the ZIP file and use the AI file. 
4.  Save As “Your Last Name_Typography_KERN.ai”   
5.  As you work, always SAVE EARLY, SAVE OFTEN.   

DIRECTIONS 
1.  View: Artboards.  See Artboard 1 or move manually. 

 
2.  Select the grouped outline letters “Typography”.  These 

letters are how the computer types the font without 
Metric or Optical kerning.  These letters have been 
outlined and no longer respond to live text commands in 
Character window. 
 

3.  With selected, hit Shift + Option + Command, and  
drag down. 
   

4.  This will copy paste the object (Option + Command 
does this) and make sure it is directly underneath the 
other word (Shift does this) 
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DIRECTIONS 
1.  With this second word selected, go to Object : Ungroup.  

Now the letters are individual. Click and drag around 
groups of letter.   
 

2.  Adjust the kerning by eye, using your left and right 
buttons.  Be sure you don’t shift the baseline!! 

3.  One serif (Artboard 1) and one sans serif (Artboard 3) 
provide a pre-kerned template. Optically kern Artboards 
2 and 4 on your own.  SAVE EARLY, SAVE OFTEN. 
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DIRECTIONS 
1.  Then spell out the word “typography” (no quotes) in your 

typeface and kern it optically.  
  

2.  Select “typ”, click Shift + Option + Command, and drag 
down.  Add “e” and kern this word optically. 
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DIRECTIONS 
1.  Check all of your work. Save again as your .AI file 

properly named.   
 

2.  Compress the file by selecting icon while holding down 
Control button. Select “Compress…..” 
 

3.  A .ZIP file will appear on your desktop (assuming that is 
where your .AI file is) 
 

4.  Provide file to Prof. Arnell as directed. 
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DIRECTIONS 
1.  “type” will be used in the next part of this Project.  You 

will place in a provided Photoshop file that will then be 
used in this layout using a grid structure. 

•  Grids 
•  Guides 
•  Power of Thirds 
•  Load typeface 

•  Headline Type 
•  Kerning 
•  Cap vs. Lower vs. Initial Cap 
•  Leading in tight space 
•  Creating text box OR just type 

•  Importing image 
•  Title to image _ work together 

•  Paragraphs: 
•  Typeface 
•  Leading 
•  Paragraph Breaks 
•  Widows 
•  Hyphens 
•  Rivers (introduction) 
•  Lorem Ipsum 
 


